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Descriptive Paragraph — Person Draft 1

My puppy’s name is Ben. He is a mutt we rescued in June

but he looks mostly like a chocolate lab. He loves to fetch.

He is crazy about his tennis ball. He is very loyal.

He often follows me around the house like a magnet.

He is protective of me and his sister, Molly.
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Descriptive Paragraph — Person Draft 1
When I saw Ben for the first time ...
V
My puppy’s name is Ben. He is a mutt we rescued in June

but he looks mostly like a chocolate lab. He loves to fetch.
Combine into one sentence
He is crazy about his tennis ball. He is very loyal.

He often follows me around the house like a magnet.
Combine into one sentence
He is protective of me and his sister.
V

Molly, the runt of the litter

Add sensory details describing what
Ben looks like and how he sounds:
 floppy ears bouncing up and down
 oversized paws
 white blaze on chest
 howling
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My Puppy Ben
When I saw those floppy brown ears for the first time, Ben popped out of a drainage

ditch on the side of the road, barely eight weeks old. He has grown since we rescued him and
his littermates but he’s as playful as ever. His long tail wags and his ears bounce up and down
when his oversized paws pounce in hot pursute of a tennis ball. Looking more like a chocolate
lab than anything, this loyal little guy follows me all over the house like a magnet. His chest
bares a white blaze like his sister, Molly, the runt of the litter, who he plays with and protects.
Its adorable to watch them wrestle or to hear Ben howl when Molly barks.
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My Puppy Ben
When I saw those floppy brown ears for the first time, Ben popped out of a drainage

ditch on the side of the road, barely eight weeks old. He has grown since we rescued him and
his littermates but he’s as playful as ever. His long tail wags and his ears bounce up and down
sp his favorite toy 
when his oversized paws pounce in hot pursute of a tennis ball. Looking more like a chocolate
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lab than anything, this loyal little guy follows me all over the house like a magnet. His chest
bares a white blaze like his sister, Molly, the runt of the litter, who he plays with and protects.
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Its adorable to watch them wrestle or to hear Ben howl when Molly barks.
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My Puppy Ben
When I saw those floppy brown ears for the first time, Ben popped out of a drainage

ditch on the side of the road, barely eight weeks old. He has grown since we rescued him and
his littermates, but he’s as playful as ever. His long tail wags and his ears bounce up and down
when his oversized paws pounce in hot pursuit of his favorite toy — a tennis ball. Looking
more like a chocolate Lab than anything, this loyal little guy follows me all over the house like
a magnet. His chest bares a white blaze like his sister, Molly, the runt of the litter, who he plays
with and protects. It’s adorable to watch them wrestle or to hear Ben howl when Molly barks.

